
The problem with empiricism, the argument goes, is that it doesn’t know that
it is an ideology. Its mistake is to assume that the objects of sensation can be
isolated from the cultural background of experience, that the matters of fact
produced by the methods of empirical inquiry can be isolated from the ideo-
logical positions that those methods imply. On the contrary, one might object,
matters are more than simply matters of fact; the empirical view of the object
is far from being objective. As Bruno Latour puts it, “reality is not defined by
matters of fact. Matters of fact are not all that is given in experience. Matters
of fact are only very partial . . . very polemical, very political renderings of
matters of concern and only a subset of what could also be called states of af-
fairs.”1 The contours of the fact, one might say, and even the qualities of the
objectivity which it implies, are shaped by the demands and pressures of its
historical context. Nor is this claim very surprising for one who is familiar ei-
ther with the major themes of Latour’s career, or, indeed, with the key claims
of postmodernism in the humanities. Empirical science, we know by now, de-
clines its own cultural investments; what we need, according to this line of
philosophical inquiry, is an empiricism sensitive to its own assumptions as
ideological choices embedded in particularized historical conditions. Latour
is often summoned up as a champion of exactly this position.

So it may surprise the student of Latour to hear that he has recently
claimed that he is a champion of empiricism, of a renewed form of scientific
inquiry which he calls a “second empiricism.” While we are right to insist
that matters of fact reflect the ideological states of affairs in which they are
embedded, it is nevertheless wrong, Latour continues, to think these states of
affairs describe the entire content of the fact. It is not right to think that “mat-
ters” are only “matters of concern.” For the real world, so this argument goes,
has a reality which is not reducible to the discourse about that reality. Facts
attend to the failures, energies, and contingencies of a material world which
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has its own potentials and limitations just as much as they are embedded in
particular ideological fields. As such, the “next task for the critically minded”
is “not fighting empiricism”—indeed, this seems to be the problem—”but, on
the contrary, renewing empiricism.” Latour’s call is for an empiricism that
can be savvy about cultural matters—that can be smart about its constructed-
ness—but also for a humanism which is smart about the real conditions of
the world it helps to structure. This is what the “second empiricism” is meant
to accomplish.2

I’d like to suggest, however, that Latour’s “second empiricism” may look
very much like empiricism’s first empiricism. I propose, in developing this
claim, a return to one of the foundational moments in the empirical tradition,
John Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding. I propose this return
partly to clarify what I take to be one easy misreading of Locke’s claims about
the status of sensory experience; Locke, I will suggest, doesn’t provide a very
good model of what “empiricism” has come to mean, or even what Latour
characterizes as the ontological status of the empirical fact as such. But I also
hope a return to a specific and famous moment in Locke’s Essay will help illu-
minate a point of intersection between two fields—aesthetic criticism and
empirical science—which exist partly because they constitutively refuse to
recognize their own moments of overlap. This famous moment, Locke’s turn
to the pineapple as an example of the object of sense, is a single historical ges-
ture which might be thought to inaugurate both taste understood as an aes-
thetic faculty (indeed, an implicitly ideological aesthetic faculty) and taste
understood as the effect of a chemical process. Inasmuch as empirical science
and aesthetic criticism partly depend for their rhetorical force on disavowing
the mutuality of their vocabularies, they are partly depending on a mutual
misrecognition of their own shared historical roots. It is here, then, that
Locke’s thoughts on taste can help qualify Latour’s project of empirical “re-
newal”; Latour’s “second empiricism” may be most satisfactorily inaugu-
rated by a glance at empiricism its first time around.

I am limiting my investigation in this paper to the status of “taste” partly
because the single word taste summons up two very different meanings de-
pending upon where it is uttered on the twenty- first- century university cam-
pus. The empirical scientist, working in the field of food science, tends to un-
derstand taste as the final cause of a chemical process. The object of this kind
of taste has its own inherent properties—its chemical structure and content,
its colors, aromas, and textures—which produce sympathetic responses on
the tongue and in the upper reaches of the nasal cavities, not to mention the
lips, the eyes, the ears, the fingertips, and so forth. 3 This is what is commonly
known as flavor. Yet, while it is true that people mostly describe eating expe-
riences in terms of the flavor of foods, and flavors as the effects of chemical
reactions, food studies which focus on chemical structure don’t tend to be
very useful for predicting real- world food preference and consumption.4 As
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numerous recent studies demonstrate, the “preference ratings” produced
from studies focused on sensory experience alone are only able to account for
“25–50% of the variability in the consumption of . . . foods.”5 There is still an
epistemological dark spot—perhaps a necessary one—in the empirical con-
sideration of taste, a gap between food chemistry and the experience of flavor
which Armand V. Cardello laconically calls “a process still poorly under-
stood.”6

The historical limitation of the empirical approach stems partly from the
institutionalized exclusion of the kind of data that could help fill in this epis-
temological gap. Product packaging, meal ambience, social significance, or
other only “contextual” factors are exactly what are left out of such studies of
taste.7 Indeed, as one food researcher points out, the “sensory scientist delib-
erately eliminates these critical factors from consideration, because they are
believed to be simply sources of bias in the data or are too difficult to meas-
ure and/or control.”8 In a bit of constructive synaesthesia, such factors are
commonly categorized as background “noise,” and as such, not appropriate
to the study of taste at all. Although notable and important exceptions exist—
one of which I will take up shortly—the well- constructed food science exper-
iment is that experiment which most successfully excludes the kind of cul-
tural factors which might help explain the human experience of eating.9

It is part of the curious history of taste in criticism and the liberal arts,
however, that the humanist will have almost ceased to hear the alimentary
sense of taste at all. Taste, after Edmund Burke and Immanuel Kant, has come
to mean something like disinterested appreciation, a function of an “organ”
of the mind, rather than a negotiation between the mouth and an object of
food.10 There was a time when questions of aesthetic taste were still referred
to the metaphorized process of eating: Joseph Addison’s analysis of aesthetic
distinction by way of the tasting of tea is one such example;11 David Hume’s
by way of wine is another.12 But a survey of more recent studies indicates that
this metaphor has become a dead one; we now generally decline to consider
aesthetic distinction as being even minimally informed by alimentary desire.
Luc Ferry’s influential Homo Aestheticus: The Invention of Taste in the Demo-
cratic Age is one such example of a study which abstains, as part of its project,
from ever addressing taste as a gastronomic category; Ferry is interested only
in the category of critical or artistic pleasure, considered as wholly separate
from the body and the senses bound up in producing these pleasures.13 We
have become, in Joseph Litvak’s words, Strange Gourmets; “taste,” Litvak sug-
gests, “present[s] itself, in the softened light of its most successful public rela-
tions, as primarily a faculty of discernment, a sensitive instrument of discrim-
ination, vaguely located in the metaphorized papillae of a tongue that neither
mashes nor churns but subtly, fastidiously appreciates.”14 To return taste in
its aesthetic sense to its literal sources, Litvak suggests, is not so much to
“leave a bad taste in the mouth, as to leave the bad mouth in taste.”15
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So while cultural critics historically have left the literal sense of “taste” un-
examined because it is too distasteful for liberal academic discourse, food sci-
entists have tended to leave the role of culture in the production of flavor un-
examined because it introduces “noise” into measures of taste—culture is in
fact what the methodological imperative of empirical food science categori-
cally excludes. Or, to put it another way, cultural critics, in the pursuit of the-
ories of taste, have assumed that flavor is a problem for the chemists;
chemists have had difficulty explaining taste because whatever it is that
causes people to develop tastes or distastes for flavors seems principally to be
cultural. As students of a single phenomenon, we aren’t so much “strange
gourmets” as we are estranged gourmets, students of a cultural legacy that
finds the object of taste in two noncommunicating fields, each of which
claims the vocabulary of taste for its own.

The interesting thing is that although food scientists and aesthetic critics
haven’t had much to say to each other, they have begun producing homolo-
gous models of the factors bound up in the taste experience.16 For Slavoj
Z ¨iz ¨ek, for example, aesthetic taste and even ideological self- expression are
primarily cultural or symbolic operations. The world which Z ¨iz ¨ek imagines
is principally discursive, a vast and plastic network of signifiers organized by
the motivated deployment of ideologically important signs. These especially
important signs are what he calls points de capiton; such “buttoning” or “quilt-
ing” points (as Z̈iz ¨ek translates it) are sites where individual subjects are
“sewn” to the world, where the symbolic chain which is the world of culture
is drawn down and “quilted” to the timeline of the single enunciating sub-
ject’s own unconscious. Such a point can be a particularly important word—
”death,” or “freedom,” for instance;17 it is telling, however, that Z ¨iz ¨ek’s prin-
cipal example of such an abstract, organizing master sign is a familiar and
culturally important food product: Coca- Cola. Coke, as Z ¨iz ¨ek understands it,
is an empirical object chiefly notable because it is a site in an ideological or
aesthetic field. Coke itself, he proposes, isn’t “the thing.” “Coke” he insists,
“isn’t it”; it is “excrement . . . undrinkable mud,” or whatever. Rather, there is
an “unattainable something” which the consumer perceives to be “‘in Coke
more than Coke’”; it is this “unattainable something” that the consumer of
Coke is after, and it is this unattainable something that the consumer either
does or does not take away. It may be an image, or a sense of the American
spirit that Coke exemplifies, or crispness or freshness, or even a desire to be
the kind of person that drinks Coke. In any case, Coke is principally an op-
portunity for a subject to make a bodily intervention into a symbolic order, or,
in our terms, a food object which a taster can choose to drink because it is cul-
turally significant to her, whether she knows it or not. As such, Coke’s chemi-
cal composition does not enjoy a valorized status in the symbolic field; sweet-
ness or tartness are signs that differ from other signs only inasmuch as they
are more easily legible in the encounter with the food object itself. For such a
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critic as Z̈iz ¨ek, then, flavor is the index of an ideological intervention.18

Nearly simultaneous research in the field of food science unexpectedly of-
fers a refinement of Z ¨iz ¨ek’s claims. Armand Cardello and F. M. Sawyer, as
food scientists working in the empirical tradition, provide one way of quanti-
fying the role of culture in the experience of flavor. Beginning with the basic
empiricist assumption that flavor is reducible to the experience of food on the
tongue, Cardello and Sawyer measure the “acceptability” of foods through a
“hedonic scale,” a common approach which reduces the sensory experience
to a position on a one- dimensional numerical scale. They find, however, that
the “hedonic” acceptability of a cola beverage is more strongly linked to “ex-
pectation” than it is to “chemistry.”19 Given six brands of cola, subjects in
Cardello and Sawyer’s experiment consistently found a chemical compound
sweeter when labeled as a favorite brand than they found the identical chem-
ical compound when it was labeled as a less favorite brand. Pleasure (hedo-
nic “acceptability”) seems to be dependent on symbolic cues at least as much
as chemical content; the hedonic scale, which presents itself as the simple
metric of a simple sense experience, in fact encodes a complicated set of ac-
culturated flavor expectations.20 This isn’t to say that the object itself doesn’t
matter, or that its chemical properties don’t figure into the taste experience.
After all, it is the effect of the chemical reaction which makes that ideological
intervention possible in the first place, and which, in the final analysis, pro-
vides a way of speaking about it—the quantified “hedonic measure.” Instead,
it is to insist that what we seem to be quantifying in the metric of flavor is at
least as much a position in a symbolic field as the immediate effect of a chem-
ical reaction.

It is perhaps a mark of the international importance of the Coca- Cola Cor-
poration that Latour also has an opinion on Coke. While Latour agrees with
Z¨iz ¨ek that Coke may not be a “thing,” he still insists that “the industrially
made can of Coke remains an object,” an “object out there.”21 But it is also “an
issue very much in there, at any rate, a gathering”; it is a gathering of “matters
of fact and matters of concern.”22 So while Cardello and Sawyer seem to be
unaware of Z ¨iz ¨ek’s work, and Z̈iz ¨ek to be unaware of Cardello and
Sawyer’s—and while, indeed, Latour seems to be unaware of either—they all
agree that an object’s chemical composition and its symbolic status are bound
up in one another. It is important, in this regard, not to lose sight of the object;
it isn’t that the Coke itself doesn’t matter. Flavor is neither the simple expres-
sion of a chemical reaction nor the simple articulation of a cultural prefer-
ence. Instead, as Latour, Z̈iz ¨ek, and Cardello and Sawyer seem to agree, fla-
vor is the human index of a symbolic discourse which attends on the
chemical status of the object, just as its chemical status is partly determined
by but still larger than the symbolic discourse which conceives an interest in
it in the first place. Indeed, it may be most useful to understand a food object
as the chemical site which structures and provides coherence to an accrued
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and socially negotiated set of expectations; whatever else a real food object al-
lows, it provides an opportunity of consuming a cultural history.23 It is this
claim that I want to return to Locke to clarify and historicize. And it is this
claim that I mean to indicate by gesturing to the “history of taste”: the histori-
cized philosophy of the eating experience, but also cultural history as an inte-
gral component of the intimate experience of flavor.

It is here that I’d like to offer a careful reading of Locke’s Essay; it is my
hope that an accurate reading of one of the foundational moments in the his-
tory of taste will help us arrive at a revised understanding of the relationship
between the chemical object and the symbolic field. It is also my hope that
such a reading will help us refine the position of empiricism in the history of
ideas. To return, then, to the point I raised in beginning this paper, Latour’s
call for a new brand of realism, what he calls a “second empiricism,” is what I
want to suggest is a return to Locke’s empiricism, to a renewed understand-
ing of the stakes of Locke’s Essay Concerning Human Understanding. The com-
plex of questions, then, which I want to keep in mind is just this: did empiri-
cism ever insist on “matters of fact”? To what extent, on the contrary, might
empiricism more usefully be thought always to have been about “matters of
concern”? To what extent was the “fact” of empirical concern always also un-
derstood to be the site of culturally invested intensity, not at the cost of, but in
the service of, the things out there empiricism accepted as its objects?24

I’d like, in other words, to put down the “industrially made can of Coke,”
and take up the botanically made pineapple, not least because pineapple, like
Coke, is an object both sweet and tart, and an object of particular symbolic
saturation. Locke’s famous passage about the sources of empirical knowl-
edge begins by suggesting that discursive knowledge is a derivative substi-
tute for the only real source of ideas, direct sensory experience. This is how
we normally understand the difference between object and idea—the idea as
derived from the experience of the object. Here’s how Locke puts it:

Ideas [are] conveyd to the minde noe other way but by the senses them
selves. nor can all the words in the world—which is very observable—pro-
duce in a mans minde one new simple Idea unlesse it be of the sound its self.
for I demand whether after all the descriptions a traveller can give of the tast
of that delicious fruit cald a pine apple a man who hath never had any of it in
his mouth hath any Idea of it or noe? or whether if he thinkes he have, it be
any new Idea but rather be not either—some one old Idea or a composition of
such severall old Ideas of those tasts which he is told have some resem-
blance—to the tast of a Pine apple, which Ideas were before produced in his
minde by other sensible objects.25

Locke maintains that to learn the “tast of a Pine apple,” one can’t just hear a
description of it—one can’t just hear it constructed in the cultural field, in the
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(to paraphrase) world of words. As Locke elsewhere suggests, “we see no-
body gets the relish of a pine- apple till he goes to the Indies, where it is, and
tastes it.”26 In this sense, Locke is a realist, a believer in the real objectivity—
the “fact”—of the taste experience and its object. He is, in our idiom, a scien-
tist; the pineapple, according to this familiar reading, is the thing on the table
and in the mouth, what the senses convert into distinct ideas: taste, color,
form, smell, and so forth.

This would seem to be absolutely in opposition to Z ¨iz ¨ek’s insistence that
the object of desire is an articulation of an inwardly absorbed symbolic field,
or Cardello and Sawyer’s discovery that the chemical object is best under-
stood as the confirmation or disconfirmation of a symbolic discourse. This,
however, would be to misread Locke’s insight altogether. For while Locke be-
gins by insisting on the priority of the object to the idea that it predicates, he
quickly insists that such an object itself is ultimately only a principle lurking
behind the opportunities for sense perception that it enables. For inasmuch as
the object is a source of simple ideas, it is not encounterable in itself, except
by mediation of the senses which produce those ideas. The more Locke di-
vides the object of perception up into its constituent parts, the more the thing-
ness of the thing itself retreats into a kind of unknowability: complex ideas
give way to simple ideas which resolve finally into what he calls the “substra-
tum,” a “something besides the extension, figure, solidity, motion, . . . or other
observable ideas, though we know not what it is.”27 Whatever it is that holds
the object together is fundamentally and constitutively absent from the col-
lection of sensory data to which we have access, and ideas which we are able
to know. Paradoxically, the ideas clustered around the object itself seem to
have more substance than the only ideal reality that predicates them.28

This occult “substratum” binds taste to color to form in order to make the
object what we know it to be—a pineapple—yet this reality of the pineapple
isn’t what is principally important, not at least for the culture industry that
makes the pineapple a desirable food object in the first place. Instead, what
we are after are ideas which cluster around this unknowable object, but are
not the object themselves. As Locke puts it, simple ideas are sensations in the
mind “no more the likeness of something existing without us, than the names
that stand for them are the likeness of our ideas, which yet upon hearing they
are apt to excite in us.”29 Excitation, and even desire, are functions of
“names,” rather than of things themselves. Indeed, the “substance” of the
pineapple, its substratum, is what emerges as the object of its desireable quali-
ties, the simple ideas that reach out for the substratum as the object or end of
desire. As Latour insists (he is in fact speaking of Pasteur’s chemical fer-
ments), the pineapple “began as attributes and ended up being a substance, a
thing with clear limits, with a name, with obduracy, which was more than the
sum of its parts.”30

Nor does the absence of the object itself pose a problem to the desiring
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subject. Desire is not at all precluded by the absence of the object it idealizes.
It is in fact constituted on absence; absence is its central principle. For Locke
insists that “the uneasiness a man finds in himself upon the absence of any-
thing whose present enjoyment carries the idea of delight with it, is that we
call desire.”31 The pineapple of Locke’s example is just such a “thing”; it is (to
put it more precisely) a “thing whose present enjoyment carries the idea of
delight with it,” though it itself is “absent,” in Barbados. This is what is en-
coded in its “deliciousness.” To write “delicious fruit” is to anticipate “pre-
sent enjoyment”; it is to attach the “idea of delight” to the “name” of the
pineapple. So it is in fact because the pineapple is absent that it can be desired
by the hypothetical man of Locke’s example; he can, as a function of names,
know that a pineapple is a “delicious fruit,” and desire it as such a thing,
even though he has never “had any of it in his mouth.”32

The man in Locke’s example, in other words, seems to have a taste for the
pineapple before he ever gets a taste of a pineapple. I suspect that we mostly
account for this tension between the objectivism we assume Locke champi-
ons and his secret insistence on the “deliciousness” of the pineapple by refer-
ring it back to Locke’s authority; we assume that although the hypothetical
man of Locke’s example has “never had any of it in his mouth,” Locke him-
self had. This is what would give Locke the ability to speculate on both the
flavor of the pineapple, and the idea of the pineapple in the absence of the ex-
perience of eating one. However, at least by his own criteria, Locke himself
had never had this experience; Locke insists that “nobody gets the relish of a
pine- apple till he goes to the Indies, where it is, and tastes it,” yet Locke does-
n’t seem ever to have made the trip himself.33 This is to say that Locke’s in-
sight about the nature of flavor isn’t constructed from the standpoint of one
who has had “the relish of a pine- apple” by having had it in his mouth, but,
instead, one who has such a relish by way of the travelers’ reports that pre-
cede it. It is the pineapple, in other words, and not the taster, which is hypo-
thetical. What gives Locke the authority to pronounce such an object deli-
cious, and to desire it as a delicious object, is precisely the discourse, the
world of words, which structure and make desirable the anticipated experi-
ence of the chemical object itself. And while neither Locke nor I am suggest-
ing that eating a pineapple produces no useful sensory experience—in fact,
Locke is certainly right that the particular flavor of the pineapple can only be
experienced by eating it—he does propose that there are some things, like
“deliciousness,” like, perhaps, “tast,” that exist before the act of tasting, that
almost certainly structure the idea of the pineapple and the possibility of that
idea before and even after it is tasted.

Locke’s Essay represents a moment in time when what has come to be
called the aesthetic was not distinct from what has come to be called the em-
pirical: when the sacrifice of the unknowable object itself—its substratum—
was the foundational gesture of both empirical science and aesthetic appreci-
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ation. “Aesthetic,” etymologically, only means “of the senses”; it is part of the
particular narrative of aesthetics that its most rigorous theorists are those
who, again, after Locke, denied the materiality of the sensory object itself to
turn their attention to the metaphysics of beauty. David Hume and Edmund
Burke, as theorists of taste in its cultural sense, were consciously working in a
post- Lockean tradition which turns away from the objects of its own contem-
plation as part of its foundational gesture.34 Likewise, Locke’s empiricism
provides the theoretical mechanics for concentrating on precisely what is
knowable: on the interrelationships between cultural discourse and sensory
experience in the absence of recourse to the object itself. “Empirical,” etymo-
logically, only means “of experience”; empiricism, in its foundational mo-
ments, is the study not of some valorized world out there, but of what is
knowable within its rigorously acknowledged epistemological ambit. This is
to say that the sacrifice of the object in both the field of food science and the
field of aesthetics seems to me to be the single, identical product of a histori-
cal gesture. Locke’s Essay, historically speaking, marks a moment when the
scholastic habit of distinguishing the world of words from the world of
things—at least in the discourse of “taste”—might be said to begin.

But part of what Locke’s Essay registers is that just as a food object is de-
sired ideally before it is consumed orally, the pineapple was a cultural object
before it was a food object—a real something out there that arrived to Lon-
don as “the descriptions a traveller can give” before a man might have “had
any of it in his mouth.” The cultural record bears this out. Though the Essay
Concerning Human Understanding wasn’t published until 1689, the passage
containing the pineapple was composed in 1671, following what he de-
scribed as a “conversation” with half a dozen members of the Royal Society.35

At this time, pineapples in England were rare enough that even high- ranking
statesmen and belletrists like John Evelyn considered the bare sight of one to
be a recordable event. They are recordable, in fact, precisely because they
were anticipated, even elaborately advertised, long before their arrival. While
the pineapple itself didn’t arrive in England until, at the earliest, 1661, travel-
ers’ reports had been arriving and celebrating it for about a hundred years.36

And while these “descriptions,” Locke reminds us, can’t provide a “new
Idea,” they certainly did provide “a composition of such severall old Ideas of
those tasts which he is told have some resemblance”: an entire catalogue of
fruits which might be labeled “delicious.” At the heart of the empiricist the-
ory of alimentary desire lurks a structuring strategy appropriated from what
food scientist Harold McGee will later call the “lore” rather than the
“science . . . of the kitchen”: in Locke’s words, “the descriptions a traveller
can give.”37

No direct record of Locke’s first encounter with even an imported pineap-
ple exists. We do, however, have one for his Royal Society colleague, diarist,
and amateur botanist John Evelyn. Evelyn tasted his first pineapple on Au-
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gust 14, 1668, three years before Locke began his Essay. Evelyn describes his
encounter this way:

Standing by his Majestie at dinner in the Presence, There was of that rare
fruite called the King- Pine, (growing in Barbados & W. Indies), the first of them
I had ever seen; His Majestie having cut it up, was pleasd to give me a piece
off his owne plate to tast of, but in my opinion it falls short of those ravishing
varieties of richnesse deliciousnesse, describ’d in Cap: Liggons history & oth-
ers; but possibly it might be, (& certainly was) much impaired in coming so
farr: It has yet a gratefull accidity, but tasts more of the Quince and Melon,
than of any other fruite he mentions.38

Like Locke, Evelyn doesn’t seem primarily to be interested in the real pineap-
ple; the thing itself is only what supplies a sort of “grateful acidity,” what
only fills out a taste experience already provided or anticipated by the travel-
ers’ reports that help construct the desire to eat it in the first place. Instead,
Evelyn seems to be interested in how the taste experience of the real pineap-
ple either does or does not articulate the cultural sense of it (his expectations)
that he has already acquired from a life of reading. Like Locke, Evelyn is re-
peating what he has already no doubt read, not only in “Cap: Liggons history,”
but also in “others”; and even his sense that the pineapple he has eaten was
comparatively bland can only produce the apologetic admission not that
“possibly it might be,” but rather (as Evelyn corrects himself) that it “cer-
tainly was . . . much impaired in coming so farr.”39

As an amateur botanist and virtuoso, Evelyn was familiar with the latest
state of horticultural literature available to him; his sense of the flavor of the
pineapple incorporates the terms that these reports provide. One example
must stand for many: Thomas Johnson’s emended 1633 edition of John Ger-
ard’s influential botanical catalogue, the Herball or Generall Historie of Plantes.
Like Evelyn, Johnson himself had almost certainly never seen an actual
pineapple, but he had sifted through enough travelers’ reports to put to-
gether a composite, if slightly idiosyncratic, description of one. As Johnson
describes it, the pineapple is a fruit “the bignes of a Melon,” which has a
“rinde . . . somewhat like that of the Malocotone”—a peach grafted onto a
quince.40 This is typical of descriptions of exotic fruits; Johnson describes
them in terms domestically available, in other “old Ideas” which can stand
in for the new Idea he doesn’t (according to Locke) have. But I also want to
notice that Evelyn constructs his own taste experience of the actual pineap-
ple based on the traveler’s reports that Johnson has already digested for
him. When Evelyn eats the pineapple, he tastes “Quince and Melon.” And
so, in the way that Locke acknowledges, Evelyn’s private experience embeds
a theorization of the pineapple as it was imagined (and recorded by John-
son) in the symbolic field already available for it: a pineapple can taste like
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the fuzz of the quince, or the size of the melon. The question, in this regard,
isn’t whether a man who hasn’t had “a pineapple in his mouth” can have
any idea of the “tast of that delicious fruit,” but whether the simple idea
which is the “tast of a Pine Apple” can ever be teased out from the “compo-
sition of such severall old Ideas of those tasts which he is told have some re-
semblance.”41 The simple idea, in other words, seems to involve more than
an immediate sensory experience, though, of course, it is sensory experience
of some sort which (as Locke tells us, and Evelyn confirms) forms its partic-
ular vividness.

Lurking among these “old Ideas,” and giving them structure, is one that
doesn’t seem at first to belong. Evelyn doesn’t just imagine the pineapple as a
fruit among other fruits; he also seems to imagine the pineapple through the
idiom of Royalist politics. Evelyn notes that he first tastes the pineapple “in
the Presence” of “His Majestie”; this is what frames the possibility of the taste
encounter. He also notes its new and current name, which gestures even
more pointedly to his freighted expectations for the pineapple: this particular
“rare fruite,” Evelyn records, is “called the King- Pine.”42 In eating the pineap-
ple, then, Evelyn is articulating a node of cultural pressure, a point de capi-
ton.43 By eating the pineapple—the real pineapple—Evelyn is giving shape to
his own political ideology; the flavor of the pineapple, what Evelyn breaks
down into its chemical composition of quince and melon, encodes his own
Royalist politics. Or, to put it another way, the chemical experience of the
pineapple seems to structure and be structured by a Royalist experience
which is its immediate cultural context.

Evelyn’s principal source, he tells us, is Richard Ligon’s True and Exact His-
tory of the Island of Barbadoes; it is this source that develops the discourse of
kingship that Evelyn adumbrates. Like Evelyn, Ligon was a Royalist. He was
himself implicated in the fallout of the violent civil wars of the 1640s; as an
officer in the defeated King’s Army, Ligon was exiled to the West Indies,
where the pineapple—what was called simply the “pine” because it looked
like the pinecone—was already in limited cultivation.44 He wrote his True and
Exact History in 1653, only after his exile; and so it was a Republican revolu-
tion, a sort of practical articulation of theories of authority and kingship, that
framed the possibility of cultural contact with the pineapple for Ligon at all.
While it might be surprising that Ligon renames the “pine” in the first place,
then, it isn’t particularly surprising that he renames it the “King- pine.”45

Ligon was invested in a culture of expatriate Royalism; the discourse of polit-
ical authority which could not be discussed as a political discourse displaced
itself onto other available markers. The King- pine which Ligon saw, tasted,
and cultivated as an expatriate, without patron or prospects, was implicated
in the trauma of revolution that Ligon himself had experienced personally.

The pineapple seems to have absorbed its cultural function partly because
it has a number of unusual, kinglike properties: the tuft of vegetation which
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sprouts from its top, for instance, which Ligon calls its “Crown of leaves.” It
is in fact Ligon’s History which introduces the persistent cultural practice of
calling this tuft of leaves a “crown,” and while calling it a crown tells us more
about Ligon than the pineapple, it is the fact of the unusual structure of
leaves (presumably evolved to capture and preserve rainwater) which gives
rise to this metaphorical superimposition.46 Also implicated in Ligon’s politi-
cal discourse is the real fact of the pineapple’s curious reproductive cycle, the
reproductive cycle particular to the few examples of seedless bromeliad. The
pineapple does not reproduce from seeds; it only reproduces from its own
fragments. Ligon describes it this way:

A Slip taken from the body of this plant, and set in the ground, will not
presently take root, but the Crown that growes upon the fruit it self will
sooner come to perfection then it; and will have much more beauty all the
time of growing.47

“Crown,” then, conceptualizes both the properties of the pineapple itself,
and, reciprocally, kingship. It is bound up in how the pineapple reproduces
itself; like a king, the King- pine grows from its own crown, a glorious body
emerging from its own physical or mortal body.48 Both “Crown” and “King-
 pine,” Ligon suggests, are metonymic substitutions for “King.” In this regard,
the History participates in a tradition of Royalist iconography, a sub rosa alle-
gorical discourse elaborated during the Civil War and Interregnum.49 Ligon,
speaking of the King- pine, continues:

Some there are, that stand upright, and have coming out of the stem, below,
some sprouts of their own kind, that bear fruits which jett out from the stem a
little, and then rise upright, I have seen a dozen of these round about the
prime fruit, but not so high as the bottom of that, and the whole Plant to-
gether, shews like a Father in the middle, and a dozen Children round about
him: and all those will take their turnes to be ripe, and all very good.50

This is at least as much a fantasy of government as a botanical treatise—the
hierarchical clustering of “Children round about” a central King- pine “Fa-
ther” naturalizes the conventional practice of monarchical government. Like-
wise, Ligon’s insistence that pineapples “take their turnes to be ripe”—botan-
ically impossible, of course—articulates a vision of the ordered descent of
primogeniture, the regular taking of “turnes” between an “upright” king and
the “sprouts of [his] own kind.” It recuperates a political order and ideologi-
cal identity traumatized by the historical experience of regicide.

But what I want to draw attention to, in this discussion of the aesthetics of
the pine—of the empiricism of taste—is the way in which a political pressure,
a cultural trauma, emerges in something as categorically primitive as taste it-
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self. Indeed, Ligon’s discussion of kingship through the body of the pineap-
ple emerges most strongly in his description of the pineapple’s flavor:

Now to close up all that can be said of fruits, I must name the Pine, for in that
single name; all that is excellent in a superlative degree, for beauty and taste,
is totally and summarily included: and if it were here to speak for it selfe, it
would save me much labour, and do it self much right. ’Tis true, that it takes
up double the time the Plantine does, in bringing forth the fruit, for tis a full
year before it be ripe, but when it comes to be eaten, nothing of rare taste can
be thought on that is not there nor is it imaginable, that so full a Harmony of
tastes can be raised, out of so many parts, and all distinguishable.51

Between the “two extremes” of the sweetness and vigorous sharpness of the
King- pine, Ligon continues, “lies the relish and flavor of all fruits that are ex-
cellent.”52 The fact that the pineapple can’t “here . . . speak for it selfe” is the
invitation for a series of impossible claims: its “full Harmony of tastes,” its
distillation of “all that is excellent.” Like Locke, Ligon understands absence
to be the necessary precondition for the production of desire. The absence of
the pineapple (echoing, perhaps, the absence of the king) opens up the possi-
bility of taste in its aesthetic sense. And it is of course this same delicious ab-
sence—the Barbados pineapple introduced by Ligon’s History—which will
form the opportunity and exemplary instance of Locke’s meditations on taste
just a few years later.

This isn’t to say that Ligon intended the History to be an allegorical discus-
sion of kingship. I don’t believe that he did. Likewise, I don’t mean to suggest
that Evelyn consciously read it in this way. I do mean, however, to propose that
Ligon and Evelyn participated in a shared political culture that emerged in
their shared experience of what they called the King- pine. I also mean, there-
fore, that the particular “taste” (in the word’s extended sense) of and for the
pineapple rehearses a cultural pressure that the pineapple itself, chemically
speaking, couldn’t possibly anticipate. For Ligon, I am arguing, there is more at
stake than a particularly delicious fruit; his very real—real in the only way that
an empirical object can be real—Barbados pineapple is a quilting point of Eng-
lish, and especially Royalist, discrimination and culture.53 Inasmuch as the
pineapple helps fill the cultural function vacated by the deposed king, it be-
comes fraught with a particular symbolic density. The King- Pine is the king of
fruits, and like the king of England, Ligon’s description of it—the discourse
used to stand in for the thing itself—is panegyric.54 It is an aesthetic discourse,
one moment where “taste” (in his voice) begins to receive its metaphorical va-
lence, an appreciation of the word it is paired against: “beauty.” In other words,
the flavor of the pineapple seems to be the opportunity for a world of words—
which finds, as the limit or field of its opportunity, the chemical structure of the
pineapple itself. To eat the pineapple is to partake of the king.
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It isn’t surprising that Evelyn was disappointed with his first taste of a
King- pine—no actual object could live up to the taste expectations that Ligon
had built for it, especially when those expectations seem to involve what
isn’t and can’t be “here.” But Evelyn omits his private doubts about the
pineapple—even qualified, as they are, by the sense that it must have suf-
fered by “coming so farr”—from the description which he intended for publi-
cation. He records the pineapple in his Elysium Britannicum—which he began
in 1661, but revised and expanded over the course of the next four decades of
his life. The only accurate surviving copy—the manuscript itself—is heavily
overlaid with corrections. He is celebrating the English garden when he
comes to his description of the King- pine:

And dos not the productions of {its} fruite entertaine the most luxurious {cu-
rious} {& disti} palat with the rich Melon & the jucey Grape, not to mention
the nectarine, Abricot, Cherry & a thousand varieties more, not to mention
here, that Regal Imperial pine, reported by all that have tasted it, to resemble
the gusto of whatsoever the most stall luxurious or distinguishing Epicure can
summon to his wanton imagination.55 (See Fig. 1 above.)

Evelyn records the pineapple by way of everything that the pineapple isn’t.
This is a descriptive strategy Evelyn seems to have imported, along with the
pineapple, from Ligon himself. As Ligon puts it, between the “two extremes”
of the sweetness and vigorous sharpness of the King- pine, “lies the relish and
flavor of all fruits that are excellent.”56 As Evelyn puts it, the “Imperial pine”
“resemble[s] the gusto of whatsoever the most luxurious or distinguishing
Epicure can summon to his wanton imagination.” Yet he writes the pineapple
only under the sign of what he is “not to mention here”: what cannot be writ-
ten, what, for Ligon, the pineapple couldn’t “here . . . speak for it selfe.” Eve-
lyn’s cancellations indicate that this is a carefully controlled effect; the “nec-
tarine, Abricot, Cherry & a thousand varieties more” are decidedly to be
mentioned. What is and is not mentioned is partly a way of categorizing
what is and is not botanically domestic—what is and is not mentioned
“here.”57 But it is also a way of figuring taste at all. What stands in for the ab-
sent fruit—the fruit that doesn’t appear in the garden—is the textual pineap-
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ple that can survive the transatlantic voyage: what Evelyn indicates in his
marginal notes with “See Liggon hist: Barbados:.” Evelyn, taking British hor-
ticultural taste as his pattern, constructs a map of “Regal” or “Imperial” iden-
tity—imperial taste inhabiting the void of the king written under erasure—in
which the most important British markers of identity are categorically absent,
are only of the “world of words.” In this way, the pineapple quilts the English
garden and the cultivated capacity for discrimination that it catalogues.

This is the political discourse that Locke at least partly excludes from his
consideration of the simple idea of the pineapple—perhaps, indeed, because
he was a stout Whig. Like Evelyn, however, he finds himself folding the ac-
tual pineapple—the ugly, squat thing in Barbados—into a process of desire
which cannot disentangle ideology from chemistry; desire, as Locke under-
stands it, is an elaborated function of names tangled up in the facts of the ob-
ject over which it obsesses. Except maybe for Ligon, then, taste, understood
as a philosophical category, seems not to be a response to an experience of
contact between a subject and an object at the margins of the body, or, for that
matter, at the margins of the empire. Locke’s substratum is the necessary and
longed- for reality of a political crisis; the object of taste is a hypothesized and
indefinitely deferred desideratum of cultural or political yearning.58 It is the
work of art in the age of botanical reproduction; it is the object of a politicized
discourse before the language of aesthetics had turned away from the experi-
ence of flavor. And it is such an object, I am suggesting, that is the object of
both the elaborated methods of food science, and the strikingly similar meth-
ods of historically savvy aesthetic criticism.

As I was preparing this paper for the press, Cambridge historian Fran
Beauman was completing an extended study entitled The Pineapple, what she
calls in her subtitle The King of Fruits.59 Beauman’s monograph attests that the
cultural construction of this post- Royalist taste for the pineapple persists; the
“world of words” continues to lurk under the sign of flavor. As eighteenth-
 century garden historian Adam Taylor insisted, “The Ananas or Pineapple, in
Deliciousness of Taste and exquisite Flavour, so far exceeds all other Fruits,
that the Production of it in any tolerable Degree of Excellence is become the
fashionable Test of good gardening.”60 This mixed sense of fashion, garden-
ing, and “taste” turns up in Richard Brinsley Sheridan’s The Rivals; Mrs. 
Malaprop, in responding to a particularly involved compliment by Captain
Absolute—a compliment which depends upon a horticultural metaphor—
means to call him a “pinnacle” of “good- breeding.” Instead, she calls 
him the very “pineapple of politeness.”61 Mrs. Malaprop, of course, is articu-
lating the deep structure of taste through one particularly public quilting
point. Pineapples had become, as more than one contemporary encomiast
put it, the “King of Fruits,” an object of good “taste,” of “good- breeding,” un-
derstood in both the gustatory and aesthetic senses of the terms. In this way,
the pineapple continues to bear, as only a surprisingly literal example of an
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essential feature of the flavors of foods, a memory of its cultural function. It
continues to be the “princely fruit,” what a twentieth- century monograph,
typical of the genre, calls the “King of Fruits . . . By Nature Crowned,” the
very king of fruits even in a culture that at least auspiciously privileges
democracy.62

But I want to insist that this cultural tradition is intimately bound up in
how the pineapple is categorized, even in how it is categorizable—even
when we approach the flavor of the object itself, figured as its chemical com-
position. Its flavor is an elaboration of a cultural discourse. I’d like to turn, by
way of concluding, to Harold McGee’s rigorous and rightfully popular On
Food and Cooking: The Science and Lore of the Kitchen, published in 2004.63

McGee sets out to approach just such food objects by “distinguishing” the
“qualities of their own” that they inherently contain, chemical qualities of the
object that explain a food object’s “taste” and “aroma.”64 Yet, as the pineapple
demonstrates, McGee finds himself replicating a much older project. In a sub-
section of On Food titled “The Flavor of the Pineapple,” a subsection which
promises to reveal the chemical causes of the flavor of the fruit, he begins in-
stead by quoting something like a traveler’s report:

Pineapples are remarkable for the intensity of their flavor, the experience of
which the 19th- century English writer Charles Lamb described as “almost
too transcendent . . . a pleasure bordering on pain, from the fierceness and in-
sanity of her relish.” At their best they are both very sweet and quite tart
(from citric acid), and with a rich aroma provided by a complex mixture of
fruity esters, pungent sulfur compounds, essences of vanilla and clove
(vanillin, eugenol) and several oxygen- containing carbon rings with caramel
and sherry overtones.65

He quotes Lamb, but he might as well be quoting Ligon, for Lamb’s “pleasure
bordering on pain,” seems to be rehearsing Ligon’s remark on the “two
extremes” of the King- pine, its “sweetness and vigorous sharpness.” This is to
say that McGee rewrites Lamb’s “pleasure” and “pain” (or Ligon’s “sweetness
and vigorous sharpness”) into “very sweet” and “quite tart (from citric acid).”
McGee, like Evelyn, elaborates his analysis with a catalogue of foods of similar
flavor, what Locke would object was only “a composition of such severall old
Ideas of those tasts which he is told have some resemblance”: sherry, vanilla,
and caramel, among others. Nor is this list exhaustive; McGee elsewhere
records three more contributing aromas, detected chemically: “meaty, clove,
basil.”66 This is a large number of flavors, and (as Ligon would remind us) all
of them excellent; in fact, it is the largest number of flavors that McGee detects
in any single fruit. Viewed formally, the relationship between the “lore”
(exemplified by Lamb) and “science” (the flavor catalogue) of cooking is pro-
leptic; Lamb’s aesthetic response to the pineapple has foreclosed the possible
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interpretive strategies available to the empirical observer. This is to say that
we might expect Lamb’s essay to be a response to a discrete culinary experi-
ence—a negotiation between tongue and object—which it certainly is; but
what we find in McGee’s construction of the pineapple after Lamb is a subtle
indexing of a taste experience—an experience of the tongue—which encodes
the effect of a cultural figuration which has already happened. The effect—the
response—delimits the available terms of cause—the object itself, considered
scientifically, just as much as the cause produces the effect.

Indeed, for McGee, the pineapple seems to contain such a plenitude that
the simple idea of pineapple flavor (which itself is a hybrid of other excellent
flavors) overflows into other fruits that have nothing to do with it: straw-
berry, for example, and such categorical “flavor elements” as “‘fruity,’”
“caramel, nutty,” and “tropical fruit, ‘exotic,’ musky.”67 In some curious
ways, then, the pineapple is a critical quilting point in McGee’s anatomy of
taste, a master signifier which makes the experience of strawberry possible.
But, as I have argued here, this is more than a necessary fact of the pineapple
absolute; the fetishization of the pineapple is not simply the result of its own
complex chemical makeup, though this chemical makeup is implied in its
taste, and, indeed, seems to have made its fetishization possible. What
McGee is describing is the matter of intense concern of Interregnum and
Restoration botany: McGee’s anatomy of flavor is in this way a late revenant
of Ligon’s True and Exact History. While McGee’s formulation categorically in-
sists that the tartness of pineapple comes “from citric acid,” we might suspect
that the citric acid was only found there because Ligon’s “vigorous sharp-
ness” predicted it in the first place. As McGee himself begins to signal, this
cultural investment—this historical discourse—provides the vocabulary for
enjoyment; as I have tried to suggest, this particularly important symbolic
center—the pineapple, what is figured as its flavor—is also what by way of
Locke provides the vocabulary for thinking “taste” in the first place.
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noted that Evelyn himself reports a possible (unconfirmed) earlier example. In his jour-
nal entry for August 9, 1661, Evelyn—while recording his own first sighting of “ye fa-
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tion, destroys a pineapple’s definitive esters, the alcohol and acid compounds that—
chemically speaking, at least—give it its particular taste. Evelyn was right, then, to sug-
gest that his specimen pineapple was significantly “impaired in coming so farr”; it
probably tasted very much like any other decayed, stewed fruit. For the shipping prac-
tices of pineapples, see Richard Ligon, True & Exact History of the Island of Barbadoes (Lon-
don, 1657), 84. For good discussions of contemporary practices of the preparation of
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Thomas Johnson, for his part, includes an engraving of the pineapple (which he calls
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distance already articulated by Purchas (Johnson, 1550).

42. As Allen J. Grieco observes, “according to the world view current [in the late Ren-
aissance], there existed a series of analogies between the world of plants and the world of
human beings.” Evelyn, with his interest in botany, seems to be thinking the pineapple
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cal Classification,” I Tutti Studies: Essays in the Renaissance 4 [1991], 131–49, 135, 136).
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logued in even the earliest botanical treatises: as Annanasa sativa, or Annanasa comosa. It
seems, popularly, to have been called the “pine” or “pineapple” for its resemblance to the
pinecone—the “apple” of the “pine.” In this, the English were only following the rest of
the international community—the Spanish piña, for example. The tradition of calling it
the “King- pine,” however, is strictly English.

46. Botanists don’t call, for example, the little vestigial tuft around the stem of an
apple or a tomato a “crown,” though it is more evidently crownlike. A review of the Ox-
ford English Dictionary indicates that among fruits, “crown” is unique to the pineapple.
This usage does not predate Ligon, but it does stick after Ligon coins it. For example, see
François Froger, Relation of a Voyage Made in 1695–97 on the coasts of Africa, . . . Brasil (Lon-
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articulate itself to a quasi- scientific discourse—is a point elaborated by Steven Shapin
and Simon Schaffer (apropos of Hobbes’s materialist Royalism) in their influential
Leviathan and the Air Pump.

54. As one pertinent example, see Evelyn’s own Panegyric to Charles the Second (Lon-
don, 1661). Speaking of the king’s virtues, Evelyn suggests: “I would prayse you Great
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The Rivals [New York, 1979]: 62 and n).
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